Heidelberg & Kyoto Joint Degree Master of Arts Program in Transcultural Studies

APPLICATION INFO 2019

The completed application form and scans of all necessary documents (in PDF) must be sent per E-Mail to the joint degree coordinator of the Heidelberg Centre for Transcultural Studies:

JointDegreeKyoto@asia-europe.uni-heidelberg.de


If you have questions, please first consult the JDTS information at transcultural.uni-hd.de.

WHAT IS A JOINT DEGREE?

- Study program jointly organized by two partner universities
- Includes an obligatory term or year at the partner
- Regular study period is two years (MA)
- One master’s thesis (in English)
- Single diploma/certificate jointly conferred by both universities

JD TRANSCULTURAL STUDIES MODEL CURRICULUM

TWO-STEP APPLICATION PROCESS

1. 1st year MATS student, passing the “Introduction to Transcultural Studies” examination
2. Application for the Joint Degree, passing the screening at both universities

- JDTS Application Form (digital and signed original)
- Language Test Score Certificates (digital)
- New Letter of Motivation (digital)
  800-1.000 words about why you want to study in the JD program, what you seek to gain from a year in Kyoto; explaining your choice of Study Focus und supervisor (in English)
- BA Degree Certificate & Academic Records (in English, digital)
- Current MATS Transcript (or status of courses taken)

Remember, as a JD student, the regulations of both universities apply to you! This concerns credit points at the partner and most importantly deadlines, e.g. submission of MA thesis until July 15. Please see the Application Form for details.